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Editorial policy 

Roundabout aims to promote local events, groups and businesses and to 
keep everyone informed of anything that affects our community. We avoid 
lending support (in the form of articles) to any social, political or religious 
causes, and we reserve the right to amend or omit any items submitted. 
The final decision rests with the editors. 

While Roundabout is supported by Woodhouse Parish Council, we rely on 
advertisements to pay production costs, and we accept advertisements for 
local businesses as well as those that publicise charitable and fund-raising 
events. Brief notification of events in the ‘What’s on’ schedule is free. 

Copyright in any articles published is negotiable but normally rests with 
Roundabout. We apologise for any errors that might occur during 
production and will try to make amends in the following issue. 

Roundabout needs your input. For guidelines on submission, please see 
inside the back cover. 

Management and production 

Roundabout is managed on behalf of the community and published by the 
Editorial and Production Team comprising Janine Ainscow, Roger Berkeley, 
Chris Brown, Jill Craig, Audrey Davidenkoff, Amanda Garland, Andrew 
Garland, Grahame Sibson and Andy Thomson. 

Editor for this issue: Chris Brown 

Desk-top publishing (page layout) for this issue: Audrey Davidenkoff 

Cover: Neil Robinson / Andy Thomson 

Printing: Loughborough University Printing Services 

Advertising managers: Amanda and Andrew Garland  

Distribution managers: Mary and Peter Cheyney 

Roundabout is available to read or download from the parish council 
website at www.woodhouseparishcouncil.org.uk/roundabout.html 

Distribution: Roundabout is delivered by volunteers to every address within 
the parish boundary – just under 1,000 households and businesses, 
including all the surrounding farms. Please let us know if any house or 
business in Woodhouse Parish is not receiving Roundabout, or if you can 
help out with deliveries. 
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Editor’s note 

Writing this in early November seems a little previous but, looking ahead to 
Christmas-time, I’m getting in the spirit by making some homemade 
orangey-apple sauce with cinnamon. Crushing the cloves with the mortar 
and pestle immediately invigorates the senses and evokes images of 
Christmas preparations. Maybe it’s the sight of the cloves I used to poke 
into the delicate marzipan fruits my Mum used to make. So, to the end-of-
the-year double issue. Once again, we have a variety of contributions and 
my thanks extend to all those who take the time to make this volunteer 
publication a special part of community life in the villages. 

May I take this opportunity to wish you all a very happy Christmas and 
prosperous New Year! 

Chris Brown 

Parish council news 

New parish office 

By the time you read this, the parish office will be open, providing a new 
home for the Clerk and Premises Manager. This will be the hub of the 
administrative life of the parish and we hope it will encourage the local 
residents to drop in and discuss any needs or issues within our two villages. 
Access to the office is from the foyer of the village hall. 

Caretaker house 

The parish is currently getting quotes to renovate the Caretaker’s house so 
that it can be rented out in the future. 

Village hall bookings 

The three village halls are starting to get bookings for 2020. Our booking 
system now allows you to book 18 months in advance by going to our 
website: www.woodhouseparishcouncil.org.uk. All three venues have great 
amenities for meetings, parties, group gatherings, exhibitions, shows and 
gigs. 

BT phone box 

BT is undertaking a consultation to remove a number of public phone boxes 
in the borough. The phone box situated on Main Street is one of the chosen 
ones due to a significant decrease in use. The parish council has objected 
to the removal of this phone as it feels it is still essential for the welfare of 
the community. 
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Butterfly border 

Our tree and heritage wardens are organising the planting of numerous 
plants which will be native species chosen for their value to invertebrates, 
especially butterflies, creating a “butterfly border”. The border will be the 
strip of land along the path leading from Main Street to Woodhouse Eaves 
playing field, adjacent to the play park. 

Key holders to open and close village halls 

The parish council is looking to recruit a team of responsible individuals to 
work as key holders to the three public halls. The individuals will be paid for 
a service to unlock and lock the buildings. If this is something you think is of 
interest to you, please contact me via email on the below address. 

Next meeting: Monday, 2nd December at 6:45pm in the village hall. All 
welcome. 

Agendas and minutes are on our website at: 
www.woodhouseparishcouncil.org.uk 

Any queries or information required, please email: 
clerk@woodhouseparishcouncil.org.uk 

Emma Crowe, Clerk to the Parish Council 

Cycle path connecting local villages 

Woodhouse and Woodhouse Eaves Parish Council is proud to be working 
with the national sustainable transport charity Sustrans and Quorn parish 
council to provide a safe, traffic-free direct route to and from Quorn. The 
route is yet to be finalised, and there is still opportunity to have your say, but 
it is likely to follow Forest Road through Woodhouse and on to Quorn. This 
is considered our ‘safe route to school’ and this initial project will form part 
of a web of routes linking local parks and villages to Loughborough, not only 
for daily transport but also for family leisure, young and old. On the opposite 
page are two examples of what local children have told us about the 
concept. 

Chris Bennett, Parish Council 

News in brief 

Maplewell Road development appeal hearing 

On Tuesday, 1st October, a planning permission appeal was held in 
Woodhouse Eaves Village Hall. The appeal was against Charnwood 
Borough Council’s refusal to grant planning permission for 50 houses on two 
fields at the top of Maplewell Road. For the hearing to be held in the village 
hall was most unusual, but it had been arranged here owing to the large 
number of local people who had sent in comments on the application. The  
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Letter supporting the scheme by Ava, 

aged 8 years. 

Letter from William who is 8 years old 

and keen to back the scheme.  
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choice of the village hall proved to be justified: over 100 residents and people 
from the local area turned out in torrential rain and perilous road conditions to 
be present during the proceedings. No members of the press were present. 

The appeal process was chaired by Planning Inspector Kevin Savage, who 
would make the final decision on the appeal after hearing from both parties. 
An agenda was distributed, which set out the main items to be covered 
during the hearing. Some common ground had been agreed by both sides 
prior to the hearing and was not on the agenda. Members of the public were 
individually invited to the front to make relevant contributions at intervals 
throughout the proceedings, and many took advantage of this opportunity. 
The lead for the ongoing Neighbourhood Planning process was also invited 
to present information to the hearing. 

The appellants, Cerda Planning Ltd. of Sutton Coldfield on behalf of J. K. 
Land Ltd., had a team of planning, heritage and other specialists, led by 
barrister Satnam Choongh, who sat on one side of the table. On the other 
side sat four representatives of the opponents of the proposed development. 
These were specialist planning solicitor Lizzie Marjoram, representing the 
parish council on a pro bono basis, plus three representatives of Charnwood 
Borough Council, led by Patrick Reid, Principal Planning Officer at 
Charnwood Borough Council, the local planning authority. 

The morning session began with detailed discussion of relevant planning 
policy documents, which was extremely lengthy and technical. This was 
followed by a very comprehensive discussion of the two main issues 
identified by the Planning Inspector, namely (1) the suitability of the location 
for such a development; and (2) the effect on the character and appearance 
of the area. In addition to representations by interested parties, there were 
many useful contributions from the floor by local residents and interested 
members of the public from nearby settlements. 

During the afternoon, highway safety on Maplewell Road and its impact on 
the conservation area was discussed at length, again with multiple and 
pertinent contributions from members of the public. The Inspector noted that 
the impact of the proposed development on the enjoyment of the 
conservation area was the principle area of local objection to the proposal. 
Concern about the effect of additional traffic from the development was led 
by the parish council solicitor. The borough council representatives had been 
advised by the Highways Officer, apparently based upon a one-off 
assessment in the immediate vicinity of the proposed development, that 
traffic from the development would not constitute a significant problem. The 
parish council’s solicitor referred to a large body of testimony, photographs 
and video from concerned residents about the existing traffic congestion on 
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Maplewell Road. This evidence was supplemented by a representative from 
the parish Traffic Watch group reading out a summary of the group’s 
extensive traffic data collected since 2005; and by a viewing of a resident’s 
video showing congestion around the junction of Maplewell Road and Main 
Street. The appellants’ barrister had previously dismissed much of the 
evidence as anecdotal evidence. 

During the hearing a request was made by a member of the public for the 
Planning Inspector to personally observe the current traffic situation and the 
hazardous walk from the school to the proposed building site. The next 
morning Mr Savage was seen before 9am observing the traffic at the junction 
between Maplewell Road and Main Street. He then led a walk, starting at 
9am, along the school route from the village to the proposed building site; the 
key participants had been invited to accompany him. This site visit, which 
was also open to members of the public, marked the end of the formal 
appeal hearing. 

It is thought that the Planning Inspector’s consideration of all the evidence 
and submissions (both written and oral) was likely to take a week or two. His 
decision on behalf of the Secretary of State would then be communicated in 
a written document. 

Susan Young and Dawn Daly with input from former Clerk Ann Irving 
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Neighbourhood Plan update 

The Neighbourhood Plan considers housing needs to 2036. This means 
thinking about where young people will live and where downsizing parents 
might live. The plan also considers where any new business might go, and 
what kind of business is best suited to our parish. Other facilities and 
services are part of the mix – which ones to keep or expand and what 
precious assets, such as buildings and the surrounding environment, need 
to be protected, nurtured, or enhanced.  

To ensure that constraints are covered, local opinions are being sought to 
determine what the future of the parish will look like. These opinions are 
needed now to ensure people’s ideas are duly considered as part of the 
process. Refer to the ‘Forthcoming Events’ section for more details. 

At the end of the neighbourhood plan process is a referendum (which is a 
necessary term to use), whereby local residents will be asked whether or 
not they agree with what the Neighbourhood Plan advisory group has done. 
The plan will shape the future of our communities and our parish. Planners 
must act on it. The advisory group urges local residents to put forward their 
views. 

Ann Irving and Merrin Jensen, Neighbourhood Plan advisory group 
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Village plastic-free group update 

We had a wonderful response for the Terracycle monthly collection – 
especially surprising as it coincided with torrential rain and a certain game 
with a funny-shaped ball! Around twenty people came to bring their waste 
(which cannot be recycled using the local recycling collection or the tip). 
Two large boxes of compressed packaging and two bin bags full of bottle 
tops have been saved from landfill this month alone, so well done everyone. 

The total MORSBAGS made by local folk has now reached 56. These are 
FREE, reusable and returnable through the ‘borrow a bag’ scheme. Look 
out for them in other shops in the village soon because we all forget bags 
sometimes. 

In addition to items we collect, the Plastic Free WhatsApp group this month 
has identified other collecting points in the local area: 

Empty make-up containers 
Attenborough Centre, Leicester 
L’Occitane shops (gives you 10% off purchases too) 
Body Shop 
Origins counter at John Lewis 

Plastic Inhalers 
Local Pharmacy 
Old phones 
Game (computer shop) pays money for some (clear data first) 

Old electrical appliances 
Currys/PC World 

Old sewing machines/tools/haberdashery/IT  
Freecycle or Tools with a Mission charity send to Africa (www.twam.uk to 
find a local collector)  

If you need help getting things to these collection points, please let us know 
through Roundabout contacts. 

Look out for plastic-free crackers. Some have been spotted in Oxfam, 
Dunelm and Sainsbury’s, or you could fill your own with miniature bottles of 
drinks, mini pads and pencils, rubbers, chocolate, soap, lottery tickets, 
flannels, sewing kits or jewellery. 

Maybe try wrapping presents in brown paper decorated with natural 
materials or children’s drawings. Or you could use re-usable bags, scarves 
or give Japanese Furoshiki wrapping a go. There are lots of ideas online. 
Most wrapping paper goes to landfill, especially if it is foil. 
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Here are some planet-friendly ideas for gifts: activity vouchers, theatre 
tickets, memberships to organisations or homemade gifts. There have been 
some interesting classes in the village on how to make your own soaps, 
shampoos, bath salts, jams, wax wraps, candles, cleaning materials, 
essential oil creams and Christmas wreaths, which all make lovely personal 
presents (well, maybe not the cleaning fluids…) Wishing you all a very 
happy Christmas! 

Cherrie Whatmuff 

Producing success 

The annual Woodhouse Eaves Horticultural Show was another success this 
year. We would like to thank everyone for their support on the day with the 
entries and attendance at the auction. With the support of everyone 
involved we raised over £2000, which the committee has agreed to split 
between the following: 
    Village pump upkeep 
    Scouts group 
    Guides, Brownies, Rainbows 
    Re-engage (Contact the Elderly) 
    Baptist Church luncheon club 
    Little Owls Pre-School 
    Junior Garden Club 
    Enrych 
    A new seat on Main Street 
    The local parish council by contributing to the inclusive path around 
    football fields and its proposed link to Quorn. 

If anyone would like to help with next year’s event on 5th September 2020, 
please get in touch with the committee (01509) 890 075. Thank you! 

Linda Bindley, Treasurer 
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Roundabout cover competition 

Are you a budding artist or photographer? Would you like your artwork on 
the front of the Roundabout? 

If the answer is YES and you're a child between the ages of 4 and 16, then 
all you have to do is email your entry to roundabout@woodhouse-
eaves.co.uk. For the grown-ups, ideally we need a scanned image in pdf 
format or as high resolution as possible (jpeg). 

The theme is “What I love about my village”. Be as imaginative as you can! 
Good luck!  
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Remembrance parade a credit to the community 

After what seemed like weeks of incessant rain, Sunday, November 10th 
2019 dawned crisp and bright and, above all, dry. 

This year, we started a little earlier than in previous years; the people of the 
village had expressed a preference to have the 2 minutes’ silence at 
11.00am, with all the congregation at the memorial site. So to accommodate 
this, Reverend Lisa had brought the start of the church service forward to 
10.15am, which meant a 09.50am departure from the village car park. 
Thanks to the meticulous preparation of new parish clerk Emma, and 
premises manager Gordon, all marshals were in place and the roads were 
safely closed, ready for me to lead the procession out along Main Street 
and up to the church. 

I counted 15 Beavers, 15 Cubs and 20 Scouts. I ran out of fingers and toes 
so couldn’t count the Explorers, Brownies and Guides, but all were well 
represented. Our young people really were, once again, a real credit to their 
groups and to the village.  It’s not often we see everyone in full uniform; 
they all looked very smart and I hope their presence was appreciated by the 
wider community. In fact, it was a near miraculous showing by the Scouts, 
since many had come direct from an overnight camp at John’s Lee Wood, 
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as had their leaders. Well done all. 

Behaviour was exemplary in church, as always, and despite feeling the cold 
outside at the War Memorial, everyone observed the two minutes’ silence 
and behaved impeccably. Special thanks to our flag bearers and their 
escorts and our wreath layers for doing such an amazing job, and also the 
Beavers and Cubs, who spoke so beautifully and confidently in 
church. After the service, with the roads still closed, we were able to retrace 
our steps and march back to the car park, where a BBQ with teas, coffees 
and cold drinks was ready to refresh and warm up the hungry participants. 
Thank you Dayle and Loz for organising that! Emma and Gordon were kind 
enough to allow us to keep the car park closed a little longer, until all had 
safely dispersed. 

So thanks again to all villagers, parents, committee members and 
councillors who helped with marshalling and traffic control. We wouldn’t 
have been able to parade without your help and it’s occasions like 
Remembrance parade that keep our profile high in the village, even though 
we don’t meet here currently (more on that soon…) 

Graham Cameron, Woodhouse Eaves Scout Group 

Great Neighbour Scheme 

What a year it’s been for the Woodhouse and Woodhouse Eaves Good 
Neighbour Scheme (GNS for short)! 

For those who aren’t sure who we are and what we do, the GNS is a team 
of 40 volunteers who try to help anyone over 18 living in Woodhouse or 
Woodhouse Eaves, just like any good neighbour would do. Often it’s a lift to 
a hospital appointment, or perhaps a trip out to a local café for someone 
who can’t get out on their own. We’ve also helped with shopping if someone 
is ill and done various small DIY jobs. We’re not an emergency service, 
we’re not medically trained and we don’t help with childcare, but we do our 
best to help adults in any way we can. 

The GNS was set up in 2016 and over the last three years has gone from 
strength to strength. We held our third Annual General Meeting in October 
and were proud to report that in those three years we had carried out 1,009 
jobs! Another achievement in the year was the Community Fair held in 
March, when over forty groups and organisations came together to show 
everyone what they have to offer from within the two villages. The stalls 
filled all three halls and there were demonstrations, children’s crafts, a café 
run by the Scouts and singing by pupils of St Paul’s Church of England 
School, amongst other activities. 
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In April we submitted a report about the GNS to the Rural Community 
Council and were delighted to be informed that we were a finalist in the 
Rural Service category of their 2019 awards. We were even more delighted 
when we attended the awards ceremony on 10th October and won! We 
were presented with a beautiful trophy and certificate. 

Towards the end of October, we received an email which stated that we had 
been nominated for another award – Volunteer-led Organisation of the Year 
– in the Voluntary Action for Leicester and Leicestershire (VALL) 2019 
awards. We had to answer some questions about how the GNS is run and 
describe the scope of what we do. Imagine how thrilled we were at the 
ceremony on 5th November to find out that we had won! And imagine how 
even more thrilled we were when the winner of the Overall Charity of the 
Year was announced – it was US! Over 400 nominations had been 
received, so what an accolade! 

These awards reflect the hard work and outstanding commitment from the 
team of volunteers who give up their time cheerfully to help their 
neighbours. Thank you, everyone. Thank you, too, all who have made 
donations and funded the GNS in its first three years. 
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If you would like to be involved in our award-winning scheme – as a driver 
or befriender, as a member of the steering group or if you would like some 
help or support – then just ring the GNS mobile 07561 890 100. We would 
be delighted to hear from you. 

Judith Harrison 

  

Volunteer Co-ordinator Jo Atkinson and 

volunteer driver Wendy Hoult on winning 

the VALL Volunteer-led Charity of the 

Year AND the Overall Charity of the Year 

Awards 

Group photo taken at the WWE GNS AGM on 3rd Oct 2019, all showing off 

their renewed DBS certificates! 

(left to right) Treasurer Judith Harrison, Chair 

Rod Hudson and Secretary Claire Ayres, after 

winning the RCC 2019 Rural Service Award 
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The story of Charnwood water supply 

On Monday, 14th October Martin Speight of Severn Trent Water gave a 
talk to the Friends entitled “The Story of Charnwood Water Supply over 
the last 150 years” (but not quite). The importance of having a pure water 
supply was brought home by John Snow and the Broad Street pump in 
1854, during the cholera epidemic of the 1850s in London. In an age when 
the theory of diseases was that they were caused by a miasma, and in the 
absence of the internet, news of his work did not spread very fast.  

Bad air 

A miasma, or bad air, was believed to spread diseases through breathing. 
It was supposed to originate from rotting flesh and vegetable matter either 
spreading the disease through the air or changing the air in some way to 
cause the disease. The news of John Snow’s work spread relatively 
slowly, and the conservative nature of thinking caused it to be rejected 
time and again. It was not until the 1880s that ‘science’ finally abandoned 
miasmas. 

The talk started with Henry Fearon, who was born in Ockenden, in 
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Sussex, in 1802. He attended Cambridge University, and came to 
Loughborough as its rector in 1846. It was he who championed a water 
supply in Loughborough – until this time, each individual was virtually 
responsible for his or her supply, usually using a pump and ground water. 
Whether this was relatively pure or polluted was a matter of luck. His first 
efforts centred on the Blackbrook, where the dam of a reservoir for the 
Charnwood Forest canal had failed after two years, but this proved 
unacceptable to the local bigwigs. He finally settled on the Nanpantan 
reservoir, and a supply started on 31st August 1870. The reservoir was 
designed to hold 29 million gallons. It proved a success. The death toll fell. 
The result? More people, and a greater demand. 

Success leads to increased demand 

Original estimates did not include local industry, so this caused an even 
greater demand on water. Clearly, new sources were required. The 
problem then arose that the city of Leicester was also looking for water, 
and so was competing with Loughborough to source it from Charnwood 
Forest. The city’s first reservoirs were sited at Thornton and Cropston. 
Loughborough finally got a supply from Blackbrook in 1906. As 
populations grew, so reservoirs had to be made bigger to hold more water. 
In the meantime Leicester had opened Swithland reservoir. 

After that the demand outstripped the ability of Charnwood to keep up, 
and supplies were sourced from Derbyshire in the Derwent Valley. This 
source was shared initially by Leicester, Derby, Sheffield and Nottingham. 
Originally two relatively small reservoirs were constructed until the 
completion of Ladybower Reservoir which was three times the size of 
either of the others. Still demand increased. Dove Valley, Staunton Harold 
and Foremark Reservoirs followed in the 1950s, and  Carsington was 
opened in 1989. These days, water is also abstracted from gravel pits 
beside the Trent. It was found that water seeping into the pits from that 
river was cleaned to some extent by its passage through the ground. 

Nowadays Charnwood Forest reservoirs have lost their importance; some 
are no longer used, whilst others have only a minor role to play. Cropston 
still holds its importance as the main water works for the city. Martin 
Speight touched briefly on the idea of a network of supplies from across 
the country but that, he hinted, was mere speculation at present.  

Dr D. McNeil, Friends of the Charnwood Forest 
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Robert Bakewell (1725 - 1795) of Dishley Grange  

An early pioneer of animal breeding  

Mrs Pat Stanley, author of Robert Bakewell and the Longhorn Breed of 
Cattle, provided the Local History Group with a fascinating talk on the life 
and work of this important pioneer of animal breeding techniques. She and 
her husband John are famous for their own herd, the Blackbrook 
Longhorns. 

The Bakewell family moved to Dishley Grange in 1709 when Robert’s 
grandfather took on the tenancy of around 450 acres. This would have been 
a very large farm at that time. Robert was immersed in farming all his life 
and although he only finally took over the tenancy on his father’s death in 
1773, he was probably managing it for many years before that. His father 
had allowed Robert to go on several tours throughout England and also to 
Ireland and Holland. This enabled him to acquire knowledge of the latest 
techniques and developments. 

Longhorn cattle in the midlands 

He is probably best known for the work that he did in improving the old 
English breed of Longhorn cattle by breeding “in-and-in” to get the 
characteristics he wanted. The Longhorn had been used in the midlands for 
centuries as a draught animal, for ploughing and drawing carts, as well as 
for milk and cheese. It had a kind temperament, and was a good dual-
purpose animal. When its working days were over, it provided meat but, as 
Pat pointed out, it was probably pretty tough. 

Bakewell’s breeding changed the nature of the animal from being an animal 
that could pull a cart to one that provided milk and better quality meat.  

Paintings of farm animals from the 18th 
and 19th centuries seem to portray them 
as having shapes and forms that differ 
significantly from modern-day animals. 
This is the consequence of the breeding 
strategy used by Bakewell, wherein the 
emphasis was very much on meat 
production. Pat and her husband John 
are keen to keep the memory of these 
animals alive and this picture by John 
Bell of a Shorthorn Heifer is one of many 
that they have in their Blackbrook gallery. 

A Shorthorn Heifer by John Bell 
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Bakewell did not restrict himself to cattle and developed new breeds of 
horses and sheep. He improved the local 
breed of black working horse by crossing 
it with continental stock from Holland and 
Germany. The eventual result was the 
horse we now know as the Shire horse. 

The Leicester Longwool breed of sheep 
was developed by Bakewell and although 
that breed is itself now a rare breed, they 
were exported around the world and can 
be found in the USA and Australia. 

Bakewell’s pioneering spirit and 
enthusiasm were applied to other aspects of farming. At his Dishley farm, 
he installed a series of hatches and channels to enable him to irrigate his 
land at will. This enabled him to improve grass production and hence feed 
more animals. 

Pat was an enthusiastic speaker and ably supported by various interjections 
from husband John. They are both clearly passionate about the Longhorn 
breed. 

Richard Mollart, Local History Group 

Painting from the era 
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Under the hammer 

An insight into the antiques market 

Under the hammer was the theme for the Woodhouse Eaves Women’s 
Institute (WI) meeting on 16th October 2019. Members had been asked to 
bring along any interesting item to be appraised by Vanessa Savage of 
Hanson’s Auctioneers and Valuers. 

Vanessa began by explaining that the antiques market was very difficult at 
present, with many items realising much lower prices than in the past. She 
could not give a definitive reason why, but conjectured that young people 
setting up home for the first time were not interested in antique furniture, 
china or glass. 

An expert valuer’s eye 

Vanessa then went on to inspect, date and give a value for each of the 
twenty-five items brought along by members. Her range and depth of 
knowledge were truly amazing, as the items varied from a pair of Edwardian 
earrings to a small handblown Madeira glass to a collection of Vogue 
magazines and a wooden cosh! As each item was assessed, Vanessa 
asked the owner how she had acquired it and what the purchase price had  
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been. In several cases the item had been passed down through the family 
and was of sentimental value. 

Limited editions are always more 
collectable, a good example being the 
Doulton jug depicting the Pied Piper 
story, made in the 1930s and worth 
approximately £200 today. On the other 
hand, when Vanessa inspected a plate 
from a 1920s Arthur Meakin dinner set, 
she thought that the whole set would 
probably fetch only £40. A portable scale 
for weighing sovereigns made in the early 
19th century was described as very 
collectable, whilst a plate 
commemorating Queen Victoria’s Jubilee 
in 1887 would be worth only £10 to £15 
as such items are not in demand at 
present. 

The future for antiques 

After a general discussion on 
antique furniture and the rules 
governing trading in items made of 
ivory, Vanessa concluded with her 
tips on what sort of items might be 
worth more in the future: not mass-
produced; of good quality; signed 
or with a manufacturer’s mark; 
hand-painted; made of precious 
metal. We left the meeting perhaps 
not richer but certainly with a lot 
more knowledge!  

Judith Harrison 

 

Members gather to discuss one of the 

items brought in for examination 

Vanessa examines the Doulton jug 
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Attempts to oust Henry VII: Local History Group 

Pretenders and Rebellions 

November’s meeting of the Woodhouse and Woodhouse Eaves local 
history group was a presentation by Darren Harris entitled ‘Pretenders and 
Rebellions.’ Darren set the scene by explaining how the War of the Roses, 
lasting over 32 years, involved sixteen battles between feuding sides. 
Starting from the familiar local standpoint of the Battle of Bosworth, Darren 
reminded us that many of Richard III’s followers, having escaped the 
battlefield with their lives, continued to support campaigns aimed at 
removing Henry VII from the throne. Among the rebellions Darren 
considered were the Stafford-Lovell Rebellion in 1486 and the revolt led by 
a mythical figure called Robin of Redesdale near Ripon. He also revealed 
the part played by John de la Pole, Earl of Lincoln, (Richard III’s heir after 
death of his son in 1484) in various plots including an assassination attempt 
in York in 1486.   

Darren explored the attempts by Richard Symonds to train the young 
Lambert Simnel in courtly ways by impersonating the Earl of 
Warwick (rumoured to have died in the Tower of London) in the hope he 
could seize the throne. As the Earl of Warwick, Simnel was taken to Ireland 
and crowned King Edward VI in Dublin. He was even paraded around the 
streets of Dublin on the shoulders of D’Arcy of Platten (Ireland’s tallest 
man). However, their jubilation was short lived when news spread that 
Henry VII had paraded the real Warwick around the streets of London. 

After a series of bloody battles in the North and Midlands this rebellion was 
finally put down two years after Bosworth at Stoke Field, near Newark. 
Richard Symonds was imprisoned for life whilst Lambert Simnel was lucky 
to survive and was even put to work as a spit-turner in the royal kitchens – 
later becoming a royal falconer. 

Taxing times 

Following a series of disastrous harvests and the crippling costs of 
defending Brittany (England’s ally fighting the French) Henry imposed 
higher taxes on many parts of his kingdom. The north was especially hit and 
it’s probably not a surprise to learn that in 1488 rebellion broke out in April in 
Yorkshire and Durham. On April 28th the Earl of Northumberland, 
commissioned by the king to collect taxes, was dragged from his horse near 
York and killed by rebels. Legend has it that a note was attached to the 
body blaming him for death of Richard III. Henry VII immediately sent an 
army of 8,000 north to squash this rebellion, led by the Earl of Surrey.  
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Competing claims to the throne 

Darren talked about Perkin Warbeck who also lay claim the English throne 
claiming to be one of the Princes in the tower. As Edward V’s younger 
brother his supporters claimed he’d been spared by his brother's 
(unidentified) murderers because of his age and innocence. In 1491, 
Warbeck landed in Ireland in the vain hope of gaining support for an active 
rebellion and Warbeck was forced to flee to mainland Europe. In January 
1495 all the conspirators were arrested and although six were later 
pardoned, Sir William Stanley was convicted of treason and executed in 
1495 for supporting Warbeck. Warbeck escaped to Scotland where he was 
well-received by James IV of Scotland. Although James attempted to raise 
supporting forces to invade England in 1496 no English support for 
Warbeck materialised at this time. 

Darren interrupted his discussion on Warbeck with an examination of the 
Cornish Rebellion prompted by Henry’s decision to levy higher taxes to pay 
for the war against the Scots. Although this rebellion drew in support from 
the southern coastal counties it eventually collapsed at the Battle of 
Deptford Bridge on 17th June 1497 when the Cornish army (led by Michael 
An Gof and Thomas Flamank) was defeated by Henry’s army of 25,000.  

Darren’s talk concluded with the second rebellion initiated in Cornwall by 
the supporters of Perkin Warbeck in September 1497, hoping to capitalise 
on Cornish resentment in the aftermath of their uprising only three months 
earlier.. However, like all the others this rebellion failed and Warbeck paid 
for his treachery with his life by being hung at Tyburn on 23th November 
1499. Yorkist plots continued to fester for many more years prompting in the 
execution in 1513 of Edmund de la Pole (descended from Richard III’s heir) 
so he couldn’t be proclaimed king in Henry’s absence fighting in France. For 
the same reason Edmund’s successor Richard de la Pole (the White Rose) 
was also killed in 1525 by Tudor assassins whilst fighting for the French 
against an Imperial-Spanish army. By the 1530’s Yorkist hopes still centred 
on the Courtenay and Pole families but their plots to overthrow Henry VII 
and later his son Henry VIII came to nothing and his decision to execute the 
elderly (67) Margaret Pole, Countess of Shrewsbury in 1571 put a stop to 
any serious plotting to restore the Yorkist line to the monarchy.  

A tremendous amount of research had clearly gone into the evening’s 
presentation which was warmly received by the group. 

Mark Temple, Local History Group 
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Yet Another Christmas Carol 

The office roof is caving in through years of sheer neglect, 
It’s time to call some workmen in to thatch it. 
A humble clerk has icicles just hanging from his nose 
Poor Bob has not the strength to even Scratchit. 

Bob toils here from dawn to dusk to earn his meagre wage, 
And Mr Scrooge, he doesn’t give a toss. 
He tots up figures in the books; the cash keeps rolling in 
To line the pockets of his greedy boss. 

“What’s up with you, Bob Cratchit? Get back to work at once! 
You’ve twenty-seven seconds still to go. 
I’ll have to dock your wages; you’ve been burning coal I see - 
Or do you think that I’m just made of dough?” 

“Please, Mr Scrooge, it’s Christmas Eve,” is what Bob Cratchit cries. 
“Tomorrow’s Christmas Day; we should make merry. 
Why don’t you put your glad-rags on and pop round for a brew? 
We’ll squeeze you out an eggcup full of sherry.” 

“That’s the trouble with you, Cratchit,” snaps back the miser, Scrooge, 
“Extravagance and excess are a sin. 
Christmas is a humbug! Now I’ve told you that before, 
It tastes of mint, is hard and in a tin.” 

Scrooge offers Bob his wages; just a farthing and a penny, 
“Now get you gone, you’re wearing out the mat. 
Make sure you’re back on Boxing Day - be here at six o’clock. 
If not, you’ll have no job and that is that.” 

Then Scrooge retires to his room; he’s soon away to slumber, 
‘Til a fearsome sound is heard to pierce the night. 
It clearly “ain’t no woman” and it clearly “ain’t no cry” 
Yet Bob Marley’s standing there, all dressed in white. 

Marley warns, “Three spirits, they will visit you quite soon. 
Please listen to the wisdom of their tale. 
The first will come at one o’clock; he’s usually on time, 
Though I think there’s still a strike on southern rail.” 

Then sure enough at one o’clock the old church clock does chime, 
Though Scrooge’s nerves are feeling rather weak. 
He slowly drains his Horlicks as a spirit floats right in, 
And the Ghost of Christmas Past begins to speak. 
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“Come with me, Ebenezer, to that time so long ago, 
When innocence and youth you knew so well. 
You found school rather difficult; you hadn’t many friends, 
Not surprising since they couldn’t stand the smell.” 

The spirit slowly fades away, just like a dodgy tan, 
And Scrooge is left to mull on what has been. 
Upon the breeze a second chime, then blinding lights appear, 
And the Ghost of Christmas Present now is seen. 

They drop in on the Cratchits, sat together in their hovel. 
My goodness! What a dump! It’s rather grim. 
The girl is Massive Mabel, she’s a backside like a table. 
And the weakling in the corner’s Tiny Tim. 

There isn’t much food in the house to make a Christmas lunch; 
The pantry’s rather bare, to be exact. 
Mrs Cratchit hoped to get a goose, from Bob, on Christmas Eve. 
But there’s nothing here worth stuffing, that’s a fact. 

With the wages that Bob Cratchit earns he can’t afford a bird, 
And they’re worried Tiny Tim’s just growing thinner. 
They might have to dig the budgie up they buried in the spring, 
And then stuff it with some birdseed for their dinner. 

When the third and final spirit comes, Scrooge is left bemused, 
For once again the Cratchit house they pass. 
He’s pointing to the churchyard, where a crutch lies on the ground; 
By a gravestone Bob is kneeling on the grass. 

The spirit points to yet another gravestone in the gloom, 
Upon it Ebenezer Scrooge is writ. 
“Please tell me that it’s not too late to change the future round - 
If not, I know I’m really in the ….most unfortunate predicament.” 

Then all at once the mist swirls round and Scrooge is in a swoon, 
Realising he has fallen out of bed. 
He rushes to the windows, he opens up the shutters - 
A good job or he would have banged his head. 

Scrooge manages to buy a goose and heads to Cratchit’s house, 
Ma Cratchit sees the bird and has a fit. 
The stuffing is a problem so she sends young Tim inside, 
“He’ll be fine there ‘til we put it on the spit.” 
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That goose was quite magnificent; they dined on it for weeks, 
Goose fricassee and goulash every day, 
And what is more, Scrooge made old Bob a partner in his firm, 
And - even more surprising - raised his pay. 

And what of teeny, Tiny Tim? The news is quite amazing! 
Scrooge paid for some expensive herbal tonic. 
His health improved, along with weight, by going to the gym, 
And now he’s got a six-pack that’s bionic! 

Mark Temple 

Forthcoming events  
The plastic free group will be in Woodhouse Eaves Village Hall entrance 
or car park on 7th December 2019 and 4th January 2020 to collect all your 
Christmas confectionery and crisp packets (and they promise to make no 
judgements on the quantity you bring!). 

The Neighbourhood Plan advisory group are presenting displays in the 
village halls in Woodhouse and Woodhouse Eaves on polling day, 12th 
December, from 7.00am to 10.00pm. Please come along to see their ideas. 
Tell them where they are wrong. Tell them what they have missed. 
Everyone’s view matters. 
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Codeword 

A codeword is like a crossword puzzle, but the letters in the grid have been replaced by 
numbers. Each number represents a letter of the alphabet and all 26 letters are 
present. As in any crossword, the words used can include proper nouns and even 
common phrases. Can you solve the puzzle? We have given you some letters to help 
you get started. The solution can be found on the inside back cover. (Andy Thomson) 
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The last word

 

Hum. Don’t think so! 

According to Philip Schofield it is 

impossible to hum and hold your 

nose at the same time. Try it! Radio 

advert, November 2019. 

From downtown… 

The car company, Toyota, has 

developed a basketball-playing 

robot called Cue 3. At just over two 

metres tall it is so good at three-

point shooting that it beat two 

professional players in a 

competition. The Week Junior, Issue 

199. 

Blink and you’ll miss him 

Douglas Da Silva, a Brazilian 

skateboarder, holds the world 

record for the fastest skateboard 

speed from a standing position. On 

October 20th 2017 he reached a 

remarkable 113 kmph (over 70 

mph!) Guinness Book of Records.  

Virtual Versailles 

The editor has had the pleasure of 

visiting the Palace of Versailles 

outside Paris. If you wish to explore 

it from your own home, Google has 

developed a virtual tour: 

tinyurl.com/TWJpalace 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Call that a pyramid? 

The largest pyramid in the world is 

not where you may expect it to be. 

At twice the volume of Giza in 

Egypt, the Great Pyramid of Cholula 

is an ancient Aztec temple in 

Puebla, Mexico. Built around 

300BC, it is actually hidden beneath 

layers of dirt with a church built on 

top of it. It is known as the “man-

made mountain”. 

www.sciencealert.com 

Don’t Krampus our Christmas 

A long tradition stretching back 

generations in the Tyrol region of 

Austria, Krampus festivals celebrate 

the antithesis of good old St Nick. 

Carrying a bundle of sticks, 

Krampus roams the streets looking 

to hit naughty children wearing 

elaborate masks and costumes that 

include sheep or goat’s skin with 

cow bells attached to the waist. 

www.huffingtonpost.co.uk 

Christmas Caracas 

On a lighter note, the Venezuelan 

capital of Caracas enjoys quiet 

streets on Christmas morning to 

allow its city-dwellers to roller skate 

on mass through the streets to get 

to church. www.holidayextras.co.uk 
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Contributions to Roundabout 

We publish items of interest to people living in Woodhouse and Woodhouse 
Eaves that accord with our editorial policy (see inside front cover). We do 
not publish notices of births, deaths or marriages, but can write up people’s 
stories for them if they wish. We aim to keep most articles under 800 words. 

Format: electronic copy in ‘Word’, using ‘Arial’ font, is preferred, although 
we accept legible hand-written items. Digital pictures are very welcome. 

What’s on: brief notification of events in the ‘What’s on’ schedule is free. 
Send event details to Roundabout at the email address below. Please note 
that we normally include only ‘in parish’ events, may abbreviate the details 
and are not obliged to include all items submitted. 

Adverts: requests for further publicity, even for charities, incur a charge per 
issue of £9.50 for a quarter-page or £22.00 for a half-page. We do not 
accept full-page adverts. Contact the advertising managers Amanda and 
Andrew Garland on (01509) 890 839 or via the email address below. 

Forthcoming events: organisers of not-for-profit or charity events may 
submit a maximum of 50 words to publicise a one-off or annual event.  We 
may edit your submission and are not obliged to include all items submitted. 

Copy deadline: see page 3. Please send material to a member of the 
editorial team or by email to roundabout@woodhouse-eaves.co.uk 

 

 

 

Codeword solution 



 

What’s on in December/January 

 

Check for more local event details on these websites: 
    www.woodhouse-eaves.co.uk 
    www.woodhouseparishcouncil.org.uk/local-events.html 

   December  

Sun 1st 10.30-
4.00 

Ten-mile walk taking in Bradgate, 
Beacon and Windmill peaks with Chris 
from ‘The Ramblers’ 

Main Street  
car park 
W’Eaves 

Mon 2nd   7.30 Parish Council Meeting Village Hall, 

W’Eaves 

Sun 8th   4.00-
6.00 

Festive Messy Church including fun 
and food for families 

Methodist 
Church 

Mon 9th   7.30 Local History Group ‘The Martins of 
the Brand’, talk by Robert Martin  

Methodist 
Church 

Tue 10th  1.00-
4.00 

Maplewell Hall School’s Christmas 
Fair 

Village Hall, 
W’Eaves 

Tue 10th  11.15-
12.45 

Christmas French conversation coffee 
morning with Audrey (07484712196) 

The Curzon 
Arms, £12pp 

Wed 11th  7.30 ‘Through the Americas with wings’; a 

travel journey with the Wildlife Trust 
Village Hall 

£2.50 / non-

members £3 

Thu 12th  7.00am-
10pm 

General election polling day. 
Opportunity to submit your 
Neighbourhood Plan ideas 

Both Village 
Halls 

Tue 17th 10.00-
11.00  

Police beat surgery with PCSO Mitch 
Jarvis 

Village Hall, 
W’Eaves 

Sun 22nd  4.00-
6.00 

Carols by Candlelight followed by 
mince pies and warming fruit punch 

Methodist 
Church 

Wed 25th  TBC Joint Methodist and Baptist service Baptist Church 

   January  

Sun 5th  TBC World War II history tour with 
refreshments, pre-booking (01509) 

890119 essential 

Beaumanor 
Hall, £10 pp 

Wed 8th 7.30 ‘Tales from the bush’ by Charnwood 
members of the Wildlife Trust 

Village Hall 

£2.50 / non-
members £3 


